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NOTE: Access Code is NOT INCLUDED   Note: If you are purchasing the standalone text or

electronic version, MyFrenchLab does not come automatically packaged with the text. To purchase

MyFrenchLab, please visit: www.mylanguagelabs.com or you can purchase a package of the

physical text + MyFrenchLab by searching for ISBN 10: 0205949452Â Â / ISBN 13:

9780205949458.Â  MyFrenchLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased

when required by an instructor.     Upgrade your Chez nous experience!   Â   The Media-Enhanced

Version of the Fourth Edition amplifies  Chez nousâ€™  innovative treatment of grammar and focus

on skills development with the addition of two exciting NEW videos and assignable online text

activities in MyFrenchLab. Â  Teaching & Learning Experience This program will provide a better

teaching and learning experience â€” for you and your students. Hereâ€™s how:   Improve

Communication Skills:  Chez nousâ€™  hallmark process approach to skill development is

augmented by new opportunities to develop listening comprehension and writing skills via modern

videos and assignable text activities in MyFrenchLab.   Achieve Consistent Learning Outcomes:

Learning objectives are clearly tied to communicative goals and learning can be personalized via

MyFrenchLab.   Save Time Administering Your Course: No other system offers the flexibility and

personalization that MyFrenchLab does.Â    Connect with Culture: Two new videos available only in

MyFrenchLab engage students, bringing contemporary French language and culture to life.Â 
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"Overall, this is an excellent textbook - outsanding even...This can be the best introductory French

textbook by far to date.Â  I was extremely impressed with the comprehensive nature of the book and

the detail.Â  The authors truly did a remarkable job in creating this textbook.Â  Chapeau!" ~Caroline

Nash, Lousiana State University  Â  "The program works extremely well at my university.Â  It has

produced a high level of linguistic competency within the context of the first year of instruction in all

four skills areas.Â  In addition, it works very well with the global interests of many of our students.Â 

The book is also easy to teach from and works well with a variety of approaches." ~Jean Marie

Schultz, University of California at Santa Barbara  Â   "Chez nous is one of the few books on the

market that has given grammar the attention it deserves.Â  The authors are clearly aware of the

issues involving grammar pedagogy, and they have admirably integrated findings from the field of

applied linguistics into the development of their grammar explanations and activities.Â  I appreciate

the fact that, usually, the activities are not mechanical drills; instead, they are developed in a way

that attempts to mirror naturally occurring discourse." ~Stacey Katz, University of Utah

Â 

The content in this book is perfect for a beginner learner of French. I had to buy this book for a

University intermediate course but it was almost similar to what we had learned in the beginner

course. Each chapter is detailed with French customs and traditions. It has exercises that you can

practice on your own as well with a partner. I continue to use this book to keep up in French as I am

no longer in University. The online supplementary program helped me a lot to master the language.

What I like most of this book is that it includes little quips and facts of French society and how it

differs from the America. Those helped me understand the similarities and differences between the

two societies.

Apparently there is the 4th Edition, this one which is sold in my campus bookstore, and there is the

4th Edition with a bunch of extras including a code that you can use to access online resources.

However, even if just using the printed book, there are some differences (titles, specific cultural

content, etc.). Just so you know.

Shipped quick, book is in good condition. My only small complaint is I know these texts (new) come

with a companion disk, not the Pearson lab but a CD (some of the exercises even reference track

numbers) and that wasn't included. Not even a big problem with the whole internet as a resource.



This book is great! However, be aware that this textbook requires ONLINE coursework! You need to

purchase a separate membership through the publisher if the textbook you purchase online doesn't

have the membership code included. I ended up getting a great deal on my textbook, compared to

the campus bookstore price, only to find out in class that I needed to purchase the membership

code, too. I ended up paying the same price for the book and the code together, that I would have

paid at the campus bookstore in one purchase anyway.

Chez Nous is a college edition, so it goes into greater depth. By page 7 it already starts to get into

grammar. The appendix doesn't really contain much in the way of grammar, so you will have to flip

back through the book to find what you're looking for. Also, the chapters are broken up into lessons

which I am also not very fond of, but content wise, it does go into much greater depth than a high

school book. Grammar is also talked about every couple of pages. The back cover of mine also

includes the ISBNs of resources that can accompany the book. This includes audio activity manual

and answer keys. So, if you look for them, this text has quite a few other resources to help you with

the language.

The text is in very good condition but I didn't expect to have bought the teacher's edition of this

book. I don't really want to buy another one, but I can probably resell this one because I don't need

the access code.

Good way to learn French!

It's as good as a French text can be!
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